Boutique Interior Design specialising in bespoke design for all environments.
ABOUT INTERIOR FLOW

Krystal Sagona, Interior Flow Creative Director & Principle is your dedicated Interior Design specialist and point of contact, managing all aspects of commercial design, development and construction.

Krystal provides professional, thoughtful and supportive co-ordination of service with critical expertise and breadth of experience focused on achieving:

- Visual excellence and purposeful function designs, worth celebrating!
- Support to client business strategies.
- Projects delivered on budget, on time.
- Cost efficiencies maximised, wherever possible.

AWARDS & CERTIFICATIONS

- Accredited Interiors consultant on Victorian Government Construction Supplier Register (the CSR)
- Registered Draftsperson with the Victorian Building Board to obtain Building permits
- Qualified Feng Shui Consultant with the AFSC (Association of Feng Shui Consultants) International
- National Award from the AIDA (Australian Interior Design Awards) 2010 for Best Public Space.
- Top 50 designer in Australia as featured in 19th Annual Top 50 Rooms Awards House & Garden magazine Nov 2017 issue
WHAT WE DO

Interior Flow delivers superior commercial design solutions and a comprehensive design and client management service for the fit-out of new or existing office, retail, healthcare, hotel and residential spaces.

Our priority is to support clients to ultimately, increase the asset value of their property through intelligent Interior Design.

CORE COMPETENCIES

- Commercial & Residential Interior Design Fit-outs
- Client and Design Management
- Procurement/Oversee Specialist Contractors
- Design Compliance (ODA and The Australian Building Code)
- Custom Furniture Design

OUR PROCESSES

Reliable processes to meet project demands:

- Rigorous pre-design process to determine scope and feasibility against budget and time imperatives, scheduled stage reviews and detailed consultant reports.

- Quality control measures throughout planning, development and construction to forsee and mitigate project risks.

- Complete and precise design and documentation for cohesive construction.

- High-level, timely 1:1 detailing to maximise efficiencies throughout construction.

- Creative vision where aesthetic excellence meets high function, incorporating future proofed and sustainable designs.

- Emphasis on collaboration to ensure whole of management input and approvals.

- VBA accreditation for Design Compliance, including permits.
A performance based approach to successful planning

Understanding an organisation, its people, and how they work is key to creating a space for staff to work most efficiently and effectively. Understanding how an organisation exchanges its information internally and externally is integral to creating spaces to suit the current and future working model. It creates a functional space where staff and team leaders can connect, work, interact and flow with ease to grow an organisation.

Every person and business is different and no two are alike. Interior Flow pride ourselves on understanding the specifics of each organisation to facilitate growth, now and into the future.

Employees are increasingly desiring social connection as part of their professional experience and to engage creative thinking. Interior Flow are passionate about creating collaborative workplaces that facilitate group work and interaction, moving away from the standard boardroom and office design. Just as effective workplace discussions can happen around a breakfast bar as they do in a boardroom, if facilitated correctly with plug and play facilities.

A few things need to happen before such design can take place. An organisation must be committed to operational excellence and innovation to succeed. Technology is a fundamental key for project leaders to connect to their team when not in sight. This shift of workplace design from “me” to “we” environments, requires access to a wide assortment of technology rich group spaces for effective interaction. Spaces that promote wellness with access to natural light, considered ergonomics through furniture selections and acoustics, adaptability to change work zones and amenities on offer to nourish the spirit are all aspects which promote a successful open plan workplace design, just to name a few.

Innovation and speed of decision making are the leading reasons for offering collaborative workplaces, however must suit the organisational needs and the way that the staff interact with one another. It is our privilege to assist in designing a workplace that meets your organisational needs now and into the future. Interior Flow offer a range of interior design services to assist in the decision making right through to design, documentation and project management during design and construction.

“There is a need to provide an inspiring physical space that sets the stage for creative exchange. In our experience some of the best ideas are born when you are away from your desk.”

MANAGING DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY COMPANY
Equal exchanges are a key element of effective group work.

SHARE
HELP PEOPLE DISPLAY & SHARE VISUAL INFORMATION

ADAPT
PROVIDE ADAPTABILITY THROUGH FURNISHINGS

CONNECT
PEOPLE TO TECHNOLOGY & EACH OTHER
Eureka Towers Commercial Design & Fit Out

- Company: Disclosed (Privacy Reasons)
- Location: Eureka Towers
- Square meter rate: 1000m²
- Date completed: November 2018
**COMMERCIAL DESIGN & FIT OUT**

- **company**: Active TV
- **location**: South Yarra
- **square meter rate**: 800m²
- **date completed**: February 2014
We go to the ends of the earth... to make great TV.
COMMERCIAL DESIGN & FIT OUT

company BUNZL
location Dandenong Sth VIC
square meter rate 2200m²
date completed September 2016
COMMERCIAL DESIGN & FIT OUT

company Dsclosed
Privacy Reasons
location Port Melbourne
square meter rate 500m2
date completed May 2017
COMMERCIAL DESIGN & FIT OUT

company  Gisborne Bakery + Café
location  Gisborne VIC
square meter rate  400m²
date completed  April 2017
CONTACT

M 0414 881 736
E info@interiorflow.com.au
www.interiorflow.com.au

PO Box 48
Ascot Vale VIC 3040

Level 13/50 Carrington Street
Sydney NSW 2000